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Abstract
One of the distinctive features of Slavic verbs is their aspectual morphology: typically each
finite and non-finite form of a verb has a constant aspectual value: either perfective (PFV) or
imperfective (IPFV). Nevertheless, in all Slavic languages, besides these prototypical verbs
with only one assigned aspectual value, there are also verbs with underspecified aspectual
value, usually called biaspectual verbs (BVs).

As argued in the literature, on the sentence level such verbs have the potential to express
both aspectual values, PFV and IPFV, without any further aspectual affixation. However,
some scholars assert that the intended aspectual value of such verbs can rarely be unam-
biguously signaled. To resolve the ambiguous aspectual value, native speakers often provide
additional context signals or derive a new aspectually defined verb to indicate the intended
aspectual value. The latter possibility has been addressed in numerous papers, but mainly
with the goal of detecting the (most common) prefixes used in this process.

This study aimed to examine the patterns behind BV prefixation in Croatian. In order
to detect factors with a statistically significant impact on prefixation of BVs in Croatian, a
random stratified sample of 237 Croatian BVs (BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual bor-
rowings) was compiled. The data regarding the existence of perfective derivatives were ex-
tracted from three different corpora of contemporary Croatian and one subcorpus: the Croa-
tian National Corpus, the Croatian Language Repository, and the Croatian Web Corpus and
its subcorpus Forum, and afterwards analyzed using R software with the help of the lme4
package.

The results obtained with the generalized linear mixed model revealed five factors statis-
tically significant for prefixation of BVs in Croatian, which can be attributed to the lexical
(semantical), morphological and sociolinguistic domains.
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Аннотация
Славянские глаголы отличаются аспектной морфологией: обычно каждая форма гла-
гола во всех славянских языках обладает или совершенным, или несовершенным ас-
пектом. Однако, помимо подобных прототипичных глаголов только с одним аспектом,
в языках славянской группы, также существуют глаголы с неопределенным аспектом,
так называемые двувидовые глаголы.

Как утверждается в литературе, в предложениях такие глаголы совсем без огра-
ничения могут выражать оба аспекта как совершенный, так и несовершенный да-
же без аспектной аффиксации, т.е. без формирования аспектной пары. Однако су-
ществует альтернативная точка зрения, что на уровне предложения аспект этих гла-
голов редко может быть однозначен. Чтобы устранить двузначность аспектного зна-
чения, носители языка часто пользуются дополнительным контекстом или формиру-
ют новые аспектно-однозначные глаголы. Во многих статьях формирование имен-
но новых аспектно-однозначных глаголов рассматривается в основном с целью об-
наружения (наиболее распространенных) префиксов, используемых в этом процес-
се.

Целью данной статьи является изучение закономерностей, связаных с префиксаци-
ей двувидовых глаголов в хорватском языке. Для выявления факторов, оказывающих
статистически значимое влияние на префиксацию двувидовых глаголов в исследуе-
мом языке, была произведена случайная стратифицированная выборка 237 хорватских
двувидовых глаголов (37 двувидовых глаголов славянского происхождения и 200 за-
имствованных двувидовых глаголов). Данные о существовании производных глаголов
совершенного вида были собраны из трёх корпусов современного хорватского языка
и одного подкорпуса: Хорватского национального корпуса, Репозитория хорватского
языка, а также Хорватского веб-корпуса и его подкорпуса Форум. Собранные данные
проанализированы с помощью программы R, т.е. пакета lme4.

Статистический анализ данных при помощи обобщённой линейной смешанной ре-
грессии выявил пять статистически значимых факторов, оказывающих влияние на
префиксацию двувидовых глаголов в хорватском языке, которые можно определить
как лексические (семантические), морфологические и социолингвистические факто-
ры.

1 Introduction

As well as actionality,1 which seems to be a common feature of all languages (cf. Breu, 1980:
115; Lehmann, 1992), Slavic languages additionally have verbal aspect as a grammatical cat-
egory. The two interact in a rather complicated way.2 On the morphological level, a given

1Actionality, also often referred to as lexical aspect or situation aspect, concerns the inherent semantic proper-
ties of a verbal situation that denote the absence or presence of 1) some kind of limit or boundary, 2) duration
and 3) dynamic in the lexical structure (cf. Comrie, 1976: 41–51; Filip, 2012: 721). This phenomenon is
sometimes also calledAktionsart, which should be avoided since it can be confused with the Russian sposoby
glagol’nogo dejstvija.
2Many scholars (e.g. Maslov, 1948; Breu, 1985, 1994; Dickey, 2000; Lehmann, 1999, 2009; Sasse, 2002,
2006; Tatevosov, 2002; Filip, 2012; Plungjan, 2016) recognize that aspect and actionality interact. Detailed
descriptions of how exactly they interact are the subject of a vast amount of aspectological literature, and lie
beyond the scope of this article.
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verb has an inherent PFV or IPFV aspect, obligatorily expressed by all finite and non-finite
forms of that verb (cf. Janda, 2007a: 608). For example, based on its actional properties the
lexical meaning ‘to voluntarily let someone have something free of charge’ is morphologi-
cally coded as PFV, i.e. dati. In contrast, the lexical meaning ‘prepare food on the stove or
on the fire in a pot with boiled water’ is, according to its actional properties, coded as IPFV
on the morphological level, i.e. kuhati. Nevertheless, in principle every lexical meaning can
be expressed with both PFV and IPFV verbs. The examples in (1) illustrate how this is done
in Croatian.3

(1a) dati → davati

give.PFV.INF give.IPFV.INF

‘to voluntarily let someone have something free of charge’

(1b) kuhati → skuhati

cook.IPFV.INF cook.PFV.INF

‘prepare food on the stove or on the fire in a pot with boiled water’

Prototypically this possibility of expressing the same lexical meaning with verbs whose as-
pectual values are opposed is provided by aspectual (grammatical) derivation (Lehmann,
2009: 2, 7). Nevertheless, in addition to verbs that have an inherent PFV or IPFV aspect,
in all Slavic languages there are verbs with underspecified aspectual value. In simple terms,
these verbs lack the morphological distinctions that most verbs have: different forms for PFV
and for IPFV aspectual value (cf. Janda, 2007a: 636–637). This may be seen for the Croatian
verb analizirati ‘to analyze’, as presented in (2).

(2) analizirati

analyze.(I)PFV.INF

‘to analyze’

In the aspectological tradition these verbs are usually called biaspectual verbs (BVs).4 It is
assumed that on the sentence level they have the potential to express both aspectual values,
PFV and IPFV, without any further aspectual affixation (cf. Stevanović, 1952: 304; Babić,

3In this article, all verbs will be glossed as PFV for perfective, IPFV for imperfective and (I)PFV for biaspec-
tual regardless of whether the aspectual value is inherent and related to the original actional properties or
whether the aspectual value and actional properties have changed as a result of aspectual derivation.
4Some aspectologists refer to them as verbs of undetermined aspect (Karcevski, 1927; Mršić, 1999) or aspec-
tually neutral verbs (Grubor, 1953: 162; Kravar, 1980: 10). There are also scholars (e.g. Koschmieder, 1934:
11; Forsyth, 1972;Amse-de Jong, 1974; Bermel, 1997;Mønnesland, 2003; Timberlake, 2004; Lehmann, 2013;
Kamphuis, 2020) who treat these verbs as anaspectual or aspectless. Kamphuis (2020: 55) underlines that the
terms are not always synonymous and that in some cases different terminology implies different views on
aspect, or on the nature of the aspect system in a language. The treatment of such verbs as anaspectual or
aspectless is usually down to formal (there are no aspectual correlates) and functional (such verbs are used
in sentential functions of both aspects) criteria (cf. Lehmann, 2013: 3). For simplicity and without any the-
oretical agenda I use the traditional term biaspectual verbs in this article. The question as to whether these
verbs are biaspectual, aspectually neutral or aspectless is a separate research question, which I cannot pursue
here.
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2002: 554).5,6 Further to this, scholars (e.g. Isačenko, 1960: 143–144; Avilova, 1968: 66;
Galton, 1976: 294; Čertkova, 1996: 100–109; Zaliznjak & Šmelëv, 2000: 10; Silić & Pran-
jković, 2007: 49) have repeatedly argued that the resolution of (I)PFV aspectual value occurs
with the help of context. They have asserted that on the sentence level only one of the two
opposing aspectual values is realized. Since the hallmark of BVs is the absence of mor-
phologically distinct PFV and IPFV forms, it is usually other verbs, adverbials, the verbal
category of tense, conjunctions, and to some extent the combination of clauses in coordi-
nation and subordination that serve as cues for determining the realized aspectual value. To
illustrate, in (3) the temporal adverbial satima ‘for hours’ signals that the BV analizirati ‘to
analyze’ is being used in the progressive function and has IPFV aspectual value.

(3) T o smo satima analizirali…

that be.1PL hours analyze.IPFV.PTCP.PL.M

‘We were analyzing that for hours.’ (hrWaC)

However, some scholars (e.g. Veselý, 2010: 121) argue that the intended aspectual value of
such verbs can rarely be signaled unambiguously. In other words, there are many cases in
which both aspectual values, PFV or IPFV, can be attributed to a single instance, like in (4).

(4) Kako ću ovo s guštom analizirati, mmmmmm.

how FUT.1SG this with pleasure analyze.(I)PFV.INF mhmmmm

‘With what pleasure I will analyze/will be analyzing this.’ (hrWaC)

It is not very easy to determine the intended aspectual value of the BV analizirati ‘to analyze’
in (4), since in Croatian the future tense allows the use of both aspectual values, as do some
other tenses. In such a case, given a lack of context or discourse signals, both aspectual
values can be attributed to a single instance. Therefore, the instance in (4) can be interpreted
as either concrete-factual or progressive, in other words as either PFV or IPFV.

Cases where the intended aspectual value can stay hazy is exactly where things get inter-
esting. Namely, in such a case, native speakers in principle have three possibilities. First, they

5As Slavic verbs are usually assumed to form aspectual pairs, some linguists (for Croatian seeGojmerac, 1980:
67; for Russian see Mučnik, 1966: 61; Maslov, 1984: 69; Zaliznjak & Šmelëv, 1997: 62; Janda, 2011: 17; for
Czech see Veselý, 2010: 121) believe that BVs form homonymous aspectual pairs or that they are examples of
syncretic aspectual pairs, as in izolirovat’(I)PFV = izolirovat’IPFV – izolirovat’PFV ‘to isolate’. This presupposes
so-called zero derivation of aspectual pairs, resulting in two homonymous verbs, one of which is PFV and
the other IPFV (Gojmerac, 1980: 67). In contrast to linguists who consider BVs to be homonymous aspectual
pairs, Bunčić (2013) uses the conative reading test (was/were Ving, but not Ved) to prove that BVs do not
form pairs of homonymous verbs with different aspectual values. However, whether BVs form homonymous
aspectual pairs or not, it is obvious that in comparison to other verbs they lack a basicmorphological distinctive
feature, i.e. two distinct forms, one PFV and one IPFV do not exist (cf. Avilova, 1968: 66; Janda, 2007a:
636–637; Janda, 2007b: 89; Kamphuis, 2020: 54–57).
6Bear in mind that BVs are not the only verbs in Slavic languages that lack distinct forms in both the PFV and
IPFV aspects. There are also so-called perfectiva and imperfectiva tantum verbs, which are coded, based on
their actional properties, on themorphological level either as PFVor IPFV.Moreover, these actional properties
block the derivation of a verb with the same lexical meaning, but opposing aspectual value. There are two
crucial differences between tantum verbs and BVs. First, the actional properties of the latter do not block
derivation of verbs with the same lexical meaning but morphologically specified PFV or IPFV aspectual value
(or at least not in the same sense as in the case of the former). Secondly, according to current understanding,
a BV can be used in both PFV and IPFV aspectual sentential functions, i.e. contexts, whereas a tantum verb
can appear only in a PFV or in an IPFV context, like any other PFV or IPFV verb.
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can ignore the blurred aspectual value and leave the utterances as they are, as illustrated in
(4). Secondly, they can give an additional context signal as in (5), where the nominal phrase
cijelu situaciju ‘the whole situation’ syntactically indicates perfectivity.7,8

(5) [...] krizni stožer koji će analizirati

crisis headquarters which FUT.3SG analyze.PFV.INF

cijelu situaciju.

whole situation

‘[…] crisis headquarters, who will analyze the whole situation.’ (hrWaC)

The third possibility is to form a new, aspectually defined verb with the same meaning, as in
(6). In (6) the prefix pro- is a morphological signal of perfectivity.

(6) Sjest ćemo i proanalizirati situaciju.

sit.PFV.INF FUT.1PL and analyze.PFV.INF situation

‘We will sit down and analyze the situation.’ (hrWaC)

This study aims to examine the third option empirically. Section 2 summarizes the state of the
art in biaspectuality research with a focus on aspectual affixation of BVs. Section 3 presents
the research questions, while Section 4 explains the data collection process. Section 5 de-
scribes the results in detail, and is followed by the final Section 6, which draws conclusions
from the main results and offers a suggestion for future research.

2 Biaspectual verbs: state of the art

2.1 Themost common topics of biaspectual verbs and their affixation

Biaspectuality is a lexically limited phenomenon. However, besides having a small number
of BVs of Slavic origin (mostly inherited from Proto-Slavic), Slavic languages are contin-
uously acquiring BVs via language borrowing. Therefore, given the relative share of such
verbs as well as their general semantic, morphological and syntactic properties, biaspectu-
ality certainly plays an important part in the riddle that is Slavic aspect (cf. Mučnik, 1966:
65, 73). However, grammar books and other descriptions of Slavic aspect have devoted rel-
atively little space to the phenomenon (cf. Jászay, 1999: 169).

7In this case the context disambiguates the BV lemma analizirati as PFV. Leaving aside the discussion about
whether the context truly makes the verb PFV, I will just comment that I do not see anything wrong with
glossing it as PFV, just as I would gloss selima ‘villages’ as either dative, locative or instrumental, relying not
only on the morphology (ending) but also (and more importantly) on the syntax.
8One of the two anonymous reviewers asked if aminimal pair of the sentence provided in (5) with the PFVverb
proanalizirati would reveal a difference in meaning between analizirati and proanalizirati. I consulted other
native speakers and they confirmed my assumption that there is no difference in meaning. The lexical meaning
is identical. Even if one assumes that in contrast to the telic proanalizirati, analizirati has underspecified
telicity like verbs to make, to sing etc., the context clearly makes the verbal situation telic (cf. Comrie, 1976:
44–46). Note, however, that according to the state of the art (e.g. Lehmann, 2009: 31; Janda, 2007b, 2011: 20)
BVs are assumed to be telic.
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Areview of the rather scarce and scattered information in aspectological literature9 shows
that the following issues are addressed in the majority of scholarly works on BVs and bi-
aspectuality in Slavic languages:

– classification of verbs as biaspectual and discrepancies between different dictionaries,
– diagnosing biaspectuality (detecting and defining BVs),
– number of BVs in a given Slavic variety,
– BV prefixation and suffixation, relative frequencies and functions of the processes and
affixes involved, as well as pleonastic and other stylistic characteristics of aspectually
marked derivatives formed from base BVs,

– perseverance of biaspectuality following the emergence of aspectually defined derivatives,
– differences in degrees to which verbs are biaspectual,
– biaspectual or aspectless status of such verbs (whether they convey aspectual value at all).

As may be seen, the literature addresses various topics regarding BVs. Nevertheless, the
main focus is on aspectual affixation, and more precisely on inventorying the prefixes and
suffixes used to derive new (aspectually defined) verbs from BVs.

2.2 Predictions on factors contributing to aspectual affixation of biaspectual verbs

As mentioned in Sect. 1, if a BV is not communicationally transparent with respect to the
intended aspectual value, native speakers can draw on aspectual affixation. This allows them
to derive an overtly marked PFV or IPFV verb from a base BV to resolve aspectual vague-
ness (for Russian see Avilova, 1968: 66, for Croatian see Silić & Pranjković, 2007: 49, for
Czech see Veselý, 2010: 121; for OCS see Kamphuis, 208–212); for an illustration see the
example presented in (6). Nonetheless, it seems that only a limited number of BVs can un-
dergo aspectual affixation. According to the literature (e.g. Mučnik, 1966: 65), less than 1/3
of all BVs in Russian form new overtly aspectually marked derivatives. Moreover, it seems
that prefixation is the more common derivation method. Although, as shown in the previous
subsection, in works regarding BVs in Slavic the main focus is on aspectual affixation, only
some authors touch on the factors that contribute to this process. In a more detailed litera-
ture review morphological, semantic and other factors such as the sociolinguistic enter the
picture.

Morphological factors that block or foster affixation of BVs appear mainly in literature on
Russian aspect. Some scholars (e.g. Mučnik, 1966: 65–66) assume that biaspectual borrow-
ings would fit more easily into the Russian aspectual system if they were formed only with
the suffix -ova- (e.g. arendovat’ ‘to rent’, atakovat’ ‘to attack’). In that vein, Avilova (1967:
85; 1968: 69–71) claims that from the end of the 18th century to the 1830s, Russian biaspec-
tual borrowings with the suffix -ova- (e.g. arendovat’ ‘to rent’, raportovat’ ‘to report’) were
more prone to prefixation than those containing the suffix -irova- (e.g. bal’zamirovat’ ‘to
embalm’, meblirovat’ ‘to furnish’). Building on these lines of thought, one could speculate

9Formore detailed information the reader can consult, among others, Car (1934), Stevanović (1952), Brabec et
al. (1952), Belić (1955–1956), Maslov (1956, 1963, 1984), Grickat (1957), Horecký (1957), Isačenko (1960),
Smiešková (1961), Kopečný (1962), Magner (1963), Ivanova (1964), Kravar (1964, 1980), Mučnik (1966),
Avilova (1967, 1968), Forsyth (1970, 1972), Donchenko (1971), Ivančev (1971), Plotnikova (1971), Korošec
(1972), Galton (1976), Lazić (1976), Švedova et al. (1980), Gladney (1982), Babić et al. (1991), Čertkova
(1996), Čertkova & Čang (1998), Raguž (1997), Jászay (1999), Zaliznjak & Šmelëv (2000),Anderson (2002),
Nübler (2002), Timberlake (2004), Janda (2007a, 2007b), Gorobec (2008), Veselý (2010), Berger (2011),
Kovačević (2011), Hudeček et al. (2011), Smailagić (2011), Dickey (2012), Bunčić (2013), Lehmann (2013),
Chromý (2014), Zinova & Filip (2015), Pavlova (2017), Horiguti (2017), Horiguchi (2018), Piperski (2018),
and Kamphuis (2020).
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that in Croatian BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings might differ when it comes
to prefixation. In Croatian these two types of BVs actually differ strongly in morphological
structure. While the majority of biaspectual borrowings have the suffix -ira- (e.g. analizirati
‘to analyze’, fotografirati ‘to photograph/to take photos’), BVs of Slavic origin are built
with various suffixes (e.g. vidjeti ‘to see’, savjetovati ‘to counsel’, čestitati ‘to congratulate’,
noćiti ‘to spend the night’).

Further, the recent literature on Russian aspect indicates the presence (or lack) of syn-
chronically visible prefixes as a morphological factor in the prefixation of BVs. Namely,
Piperski (2018: 117–118) claims that Russian BVs that have a synchronically visible prefix
(e.g. ispol’zovat’ ‘to use’) are very unlikely to be prefixed. Similar observations were made
by the Croatian linguist Babić (1978: 74; 2002: 537), who claimed that prefixation of pre-
fixed verbs is a very rare phenomenon. In Croatian many BVs have either a diachronically
or a synchronically distinguishable prefix (e.g. doručkovati ‘to have breakfast’, objedovati
‘to have lunch’, poštovati ‘to respect’, razumjeti ‘to understand’, savjetovati ‘to counsel’,
uzrokovati ‘to cause’). Therefore, there is good reason to accept Piperski’s claims (2018)
and assume that in Croatian, prefixation of base BVs that have a synchronically and/or di-
achronically distinguishable prefix will be less probable than prefixation of BVs with no
such prefix.

As already mentioned, scholars working on Russian aspect have recognized that biaspec-
tual borrowings with different suffixes are not equally prone to prefixation. Morphological
constraints on aspectual affixation of BVs have also been observed for South Slavic lan-
guages. Reportedly, in Croatian and Serbian -ira BVs (e.g. markirati ‘to mark’, konstatirati
‘to state’) do not undergo suffixation (cf. Magner, 1963: 628). It has been argued that suffix-
ation of BVs with this suffix is blocked because -ira- is actually an imperfectivizing suffix
of native verbs (cf. Magner, 1963: 628).10 The same problem occurring with the suffixation
of -ira BVs has also been noticed in Slovenian (cf. Plotnikova, 1971: 35). Nevertheless,
corpora of contemporary Croatian language suggest that some -ira BVs (e.g. instalirati ‘to
instal’, organizirati ‘to organize’) in Croatian do have suffixed derivatives (e.g. instaliravati,
organiziravati). One justifiable way of thinking would be to treat these suffixed derivatives
of BVs as morphological signs of the instability of biaspectuality. Accordingly, if these BVs
are unstable enough to form suffixed derivatives, there is good reason to assume that they
build prefixed derivatives too.

A few scholars (e.g. Avilova, 1968: 66–68; Šeljakin, 1983: 149) recognize the semantics
of base BVs as a factor contributing to prefixation of BVs in Russian.Avilova (1968: 67–68)
believes that biaspectual lexical bases like arendovat’ ‘to rent’ and atakovat’ ‘to attack’ that
are less polysemous, i.e. have fewer meanings, go hand in hand with prefixation.11 Appar-
ently, there is a greater probability that such perfective derivatives will not differ in their

10Magner (1963: 28) gives the verb izabrati – izabirati ‘to select/to choose’ as an example. Although the
sequence -ira- does appear in the imperfective derivative in question, the perfective base verb is not imper-
fectivized by the suffix -ira-. Some Croatian authors (e.g. Tafra & Košutar, 2009: 95) believe that in such
examples the infix -i- is present. I, however, follow the analysis proposed by Marković (2012: 61): the exam-
ple in question contains an ablaut, i.e. an alternation of the base.
11Here one of the two anonymous reviewers asks if this could be related to the large aspectual potential of the
verb in question, i.e. its ability to be used in both telic and atelic predicates (for more information on aspectual
potential see Kamphuis, 2020: 26–30). As Sect. 5 shows, based on empirical data presented in this paper, at
least in Croatian, the relation to the number of meanings is opposite to the one suggested by Avilova (1968:
67–68). The question whether the actional properties of the base have any influence on aspectual affixation has
been addressed by Kolaković (2018, 2022a, forthcoming, 2022b, forthcoming). The results presented there
suggest that actional properties differ significantly between morphologically stable BVs, i.e. those with no
attested PFV or IPFV derivatives, and morphologically unstable BVs, i.e. those with attested PFV, IPFV or
both PFV and IPFV derivatives.
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lexical meaning from their base BVs. Therefore, such perfective derivatives are ideal can-
didates for what is called “true aspectual pairs” in traditional Slavic aspectology.12 In view
of this it may be suspected that polysemy also plays an important role in the prefixation of
BVs in Croatian.

Although, as far as I am aware, there have been no comprehensive sociolinguistic studies
of BVs in any Slavic language, some sociolinguistic factors regarding derivatives of BVs do
appear in the literature. It appears that a speaker’s age has a crucial role in the acceptance of
derivatives of BVs. Young and middle-aged native speakers of Russian, Serbian and proba-
bly Croatian are more likely to accept derivatives that, until recently, have been rejected in
the norm (cf. Jászay, 1999: 174; Lazić, 1976: 58). Prefixal derivatives of biaspectual verbs
are particularly visible in Russian colloquial uncodified language (Potechina, 2007: 115). In
relation to this, it is worth noting that in the middle of the last century the Russian linguist
Isačenko (1960: 145) observed that some BVs did not form aspectually marked suffixed
derivatives because of the conservative nature of the functional registers in which they were
used. Moreover, some Serbian and Croatian linguists (e.g. Car, 1934; Stevanović, 1952; Ko-
vačević, 2011; Hudeček et al., 2011: 54) label derivatives of BVs as pleonasms and exclude
them from the norm. Having this in mind, it could be assumed that different corpora of con-
temporary Croatian could be a good start in looking for differences between registers. More
precisely, corpora of standard Croatian might be more conservative and reflect the norm,
while web corpora such as hrWaC and its user-generated subcorpus Forum might allow for
broader derivation and usage of derivatives of BVs.

3 Research questions (hypotheses)

As already stated in Sect. 1, the aim of this paper is to give an empirical account of BV pre-
fixation in Croatian. Section 2, which reviews previous studies on BVs in Slavic languages,
showed that not all BVs can form new aspectually defined derivatives to the same extent.
Therefore, the goal of this study is to investigate and determine empirically which factors
affect the prefixation of BVs. Based on the summarized theoretical facts and predictions
outlined in the previous section, the following 5 research questions were formulated:

RQ1: Do base BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings behave differently with
respect to prefixation (cf. Mučnik, 1966: 65–66; Avilova, 1967: 85; Avilova, 1968:
69–71)?

RQ2: Are base BVs with a synchronically and/or diachronically distinguishable prefix less
prone to prefixation than BVs that do not begin with such a prefix (cf. Piperski, 2018:
117–118)?

RQ3: Are base BVs with attested suffixed derivatives more prone to prefixation than BVs
without such derivatives?

RQ4: Does the number of meanings of a base biaspectual lemma influence its prefixation
(cf. Avilova, 1968: 67–68)?

RQ5: Are prefixed derivatives of base BVs equally present in different corpora of the
Croatian language, i.e. corpora reflecting standard and colloquial language use (cf.
Isačenko, 1960: 145; Jászay, 1999: 174; Lazić, 1976: 58; Hudeček et al., 2011)?

These research questions were operationalized as the following null-hypotheses:

12As in other Slavic languages, there is a very controversial debate on aspectual pairs in Croatian: see Ko-
laković (2020) for an overview.
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H0.1: Base BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings do not differ significantly with
respect to prefixation.

H0.2: Base BVs with a synchronically and/or diachronically distinguishable prefix and base
BVs without such a prefix do not differ significantly with respect to prefixation.

H0.3: Base BVs with suffixed derivatives attested in corpora of the Croatian language and
base BVs without such derivatives do not differ significantly with respect to prefix-
ation.

H0.4: Base BVs with different numbers of meanings do not differ significantly with respect
to prefixation.

H0.5: The same base BVs do not differ significantly with respect to prefixation when data
from different corpora of the Croatian language are compared.

4 Data extraction andmethodology

4.1 Study design and operationalization of variables

For the purpose of this study, a fully crossed factorial design allowing the examination of the
relationship between the dependent variable (prefixation of BV) and the five independent
variables was developed. The information on the variables, i.e. their class, type, levels and
coding, is summarized in Table 1 below, and a concise description of their operationalization
follows beneath it.

The study design comprised one dependent and five independent variables, reflecting
the research questions presented in the previous section. The dependent variable was the
prefixation of the BV, with two levels: 0 (no prefixed derivative attested) and 1 (prefixed
derivative attested in corpora of Croatian).

Table 1 List of variables

Class Variable Type Levels Code

Dependent 1. prefixation of base BV binary 0 (derivative not attested)
1 (derivative attested)

Pf

Independent 1. origin of base
biaspectual lemma

categorical slav
irati

Type

2. presence of synchronic
and/or diachronic
prefix within a base
BV

binary 0 (absent)
1 (present)

OrigPf

3. suffixed derivative of
base BV

binary 0 (derivative not attested)
1 (derivative attested)

Suf

4. number of meanings
of base biaspectual
lemma

numerical 1
2
3, …

Sem

5. corpus categorical the Croatian National
Corpus (CNC)
the Croatian Language
Repository (Repository)
the Croatian web corpus
(hrWaC)
Forum

Corpus
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The first independent variable was the origin of the base biaspectual lemma, with two lev-
els: slav (e.g. poštovati ‘to respect’, častiti ‘to invite/to respect’) and irati (e.g. karakterizirati
‘to characterize’, analizirati ‘to analyze’). As may be seen in the examples in brackets, the
code slav corresponds to BVs of Slavic origin and the code irati corresponds to biaspectual
borrowings with the -ira- suffix.

The second independent variable was the presence of a synchronic and/or diachronic
prefix within the base BV, which had two levels: 0 (synchronic and/or diachronic prefix not
present in the base BV) and 1 (synchronic and/or diachronic prefix present in the base BV).

The third independent variable was the existence of a suffixed derivative of the base BV,
with two levels: 0 (suffixed derivative of the base BV not attested) and 1 (suffixed derivative
of the base BV attested in corpora of Croatian). To check if suffixed derivatives of BVs are
attested in Croatian, the CNC, Repository13 and hrWaCwere queried and the results obtained
from these corpora were merged.

The fourth independent variable was the number of meanings of the base biaspectual
lemma. As might be assumed, this variable is the most problematic and definitely the most
difficult to operationalize in a sensible way. As will be shown, this measure can never be
entirely reliable, no matter how it is operationalized. In this study it was operationalized as
a numerical variable in the following way. The number of meanings was extracted from two
dictionaries (for more information see Sect. 4.3). Since the number of meanings ascribed
to lemmas varied between these dictionaries, first all the meanings in Matasović & Jojić
(2002) were copied to an Excel table. Next, they were compared and supplemented with the
meanings from Jojić et al. (2015). Finally, each biaspectual lemma was ascribed a number
corresponding to the sum of its meanings (1, 2, 3, …). Bear in mind that meaning variants
were also counted as separate meanings.14 Alternatively, data on the number of meanings
could have been extracted from corpora. Although Croatian corpora do not contain semantic
annotation, data on the meanings of each lemma could have been extracted indirectly. One
option would have been to analyze the meanings of the lemmas used in a vast number of
sentences, i.e. different contexts, and to annotate them manually. Moreover, possible auto-
matic alternatives include application of word sense disambiguation, word sense induction
or potentially vector semantics.15 However, in the case of the latter methods, pulling out in-
formation on the number of meanings, i.e. operationalizing the variable in question, would
be too time consuming and require a separate study. Therefore, given a lack of guarantee
that the application of word sense disambiguation, word sense induction or vector seman-
tics would actually result in significant improvement of the measure, i.e. after cost-benefit
analysis, consulting dictionaries seemed the most reasonable option.16

13Also known as the Riznica Croatian Language Corpus (https://www.clarin.si/noske/all.cgi/corp_info?
corpname=riznica&struct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1).
14Based on her many years of research experience in the field of semantics, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dušica Fil-
ipović Đurđević from the Department of Psychology, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade (p.c.)
recommended counting meaning variants as separate meanings as a better solution for statistical analysis.
15For basic information on word sense disambiguation, word sense induction and vector semantics see Juraf-
sky & Martin (draft).
16Stefanowitsch (2020: 96–97) claims with respect to the different meanings of one word that “the most
common operationalization strategy found in corpus linguistics is reference to a dictionary or lexical database”
although he acknowledges that it is problematic that “[w]e are relying on someone else’s decisions about which
uses of a word constitute different senses”. Moreover, he argues that although we have the option of coming
up with our own set of senses, working with an established set of meanings proposed by dictionaries has the
advantage that it is maximally transparent to other researchers and that we cannot subconsciously make it fit
our own preconceptions, thus distorting our results in the direction of our hypothesis (Stefanowitsch, 2020:
97–98).

https://www.clarin.si/noske/all.cgi/corp_info?corpname=riznica&struct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1
https://www.clarin.si/noske/all.cgi/corp_info?corpname=riznica&struct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1
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The first four independent variables were introduced as between-items factors (as one
base BV cannot belong to different types, i.e. it can either have a Slavic origin or be a bi-
aspectual borrowing; likewise it can either have or not have a suffixed derivative, etc.).

Finally, corpus was introduced as the fifth independent variable, with four levels (CNC,
Repository, hrWaC and Forum). This variable was introduced as a within-item factor. To es-
tablish whether prefixation of BVs varies between different corpora of contemporary Croa-
tian language, it was necessary to allow comparison of prefixation scores of the same item,
i.e. BV, in four different corpora of Croatian.

In order to find out which factors affect the prefixation of BVs in Croatian, corpus linguis-
tic methods and data extraction from dictionaries were employed. The following subsections
present item selection (the sample of BVs) as well as the data sources in more detail.

4.2 Item selection: sample of biaspectual verbs for the purpose of the study

The list included in the doctoral dissertation Dvovidni glagoli u hrvatskome i slovenskome
jeziku (Smailagić, 2011) suggests that there are more than a thousand BVs in Croatian. Nev-
ertheless, Smailagić (2011) does not offer an exact number of BVs in Croatian. Furthermore,
the list itself nicely corroborates what aspectological literature has already reported as a gen-
eral problem: dictionaries provide contradictory information on the (bi)aspectual values of
some lemmas (for Russian seeMaslov, 1963: 96–97; Čertkova &Čang, 1998: 24–25; Jászay,
1999: 169; Janda, 2007b: 14, for Czech see Kopečný, 1962: 42; Chromý, 2014: 89, for Bul-
garian see Ivančev, 1971: 175). 

Although the literature reviewed does not provide information about the exact number of
BVs in Croatian, it definitely indicates that there are several distinct groups of BVs in terms
of morphological configuration and origin:

– BVs of Slavic origin (e.g. ručati ‘to have lunch’, vidjeti ‘to see’, poštovati ‘to respect’,
častiti ‘to invite/to respect’). These BVs constitute a closed class and belong to various
conjugation types.

– Biaspectual borrowings with the -ira- suffix (e.g. karakterizirati ‘to characterize’, garan
tirati ‘to guarantee’). This open class is by far the largest group of BVs in Croatian.

– Non-standard variants of biaspectual borrowings with the -isa- or the -ova- suffixes (e.g.
karakterisati, ‘to characterize’, garantovati ‘to guarantee’). This is a closed class of BVs.
Corresponding standard variants have -ira- suffixes: compare examples in the second and
third group. Some examples of these non-standard variants can still be found in corpora of
contemporary standard Croatian due to the presence of older texts, primarily those written
in the Yugoslav period.

– Regionally restricted biaspectual borrowings with the -isa- suffix (e.g. kurtalisati se ‘to
get rid of’, uvarisati ‘to score’). Unlike BVs from the previous group, this closed class of
regionally restricted BVs does not have -ira- counterparts in standard Croatian.

– Biaspectual borrowings with various suffixes, many of which are regionally restricted or
used exclusively in the colloquial register (e.g. apšisati ‘to fade/to lose color’, barketati
‘to prank’, duplati ‘to double’, hasniti ‘to be useful/to earn’, linčovati ‘to lynch’, lobati
‘to lob’). Although also an open class, this group of BVs is considerably smaller than the
second group.

Since RQ1 “Do base BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings behave differently
with respect to prefixation?” was formulated with reference to Mučnik’s (1966: 65–66) and
Avilova’s (1967: 85; 1968: 69–71) assumptions that the morphological structure of BVs
influences their prefixation, only verbs from the first two groups were considered to be of
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interest in this study. BVs from the third and fourth group were not taken into consideration
due to their generally low appearance rate in corpora of contemporary Croatian and because
it would be difficult to find enough representative items, i.e. base BVs, which would be
attested in all the corpora used in this study. Biaspectual borrowings from the last group
were not taken into consideration since they are, just like BVs of Slavic origin, formed with
various suffixes, and because many of them are regionally restricted and a good portion of
them are used mainly in the colloquial register.

This study does not aspire to compile a genuine, novel list of all BVs in Croatian with
the help of corpus linguistic methods. This would require a separate study. Instead, it is
limited to analyzing samples of verbs that have been recognized as biaspectual by previous
scholars.17 Before any further data collection, two subsamples of BVs were drawn from the
list in Smailagić (2011). The first group contained 37 BVs of Slavic origin. The second group
contained 200 biaspectual borrowings. Only lemmas labelled as biaspectual in the two largest
dictionaries of contemporary Croatian, Jojić et al. (2015) andMatasović & Jojić (2002), were
included in the subsamples.18

First, BVs of Slavic origin were taken from the list of BVs in Smailagić (2011) to form
the first subsample. Next, as stated above, the biaspectuality of these BVs was additionally
checked in the two largest dictionaries of contemporary Croatian. This step was employed
to eliminate BVs with debatable biaspectual status from the sample. The check led to the
elimination of a total of 20 BVs from the list.19 However, during the extraction process it
turned out that Smailagić’s (2011) list lacks some BVs of Slavic origin, such as daniti ‘to
spend the day/to dawn’, noćiti ‘to spend the night’, poštovati ‘to respect’, zavjetovati se ‘to
make a vow’. Therefore, the subsample was supplemented with BVs of Slavic origin found
in grammar books and other relevant works.20 The problem of representativeness was not a
particular consideration in the compilation of this subsample. It comprises 37 BVs of Slavic
origin whose biaspectual status was consistently recognized in the dictionaries and grammar
books reviewed, see Table 5. Although this might give the impression that the subsample is
almost identical to the entire population of BVs of this type,21 it is still possible that some
Croatian BVs of this type have been overlooked. No list of BVs, including those of Slavic
origin, can ever be complete or entirely uncontroversial.

17As one of the anonymous reviewers noted, the identification of BVs is to a certain degree questionable if
we rely on other scholars’ criteria and their identification of verbs as biaspectual. This is primarily because
very often we do not know the exact criteria applied.Whenever data is collected, a certain amount of trade-off
is inevitably involved in the process itself, and this study was typical in that respect. Since due to high time
and human costs not all data could be collected from corpora by myself, I chose to consult dictionaries and
reference works. Still, efforts have been made to collect data as objectively as possible and information from
multiple sources was compared to eliminate at the outset any data for which the consulted sources provide
contradictory information.
18This criterion was an additional reason for not including biaspectual borrowings with various suffixes (the
last BV group) in this study. Because they are regionally or stylistically restricted, many of them are not
present in Jojić et al. (2015), which is a dictionary of standard Croatian.
19Verbs were excluded from the sample not only when these two dictionaries offered contradictory informa-
tion on their aspectual values, but also if the verbs were not noted as lemmas in both dictionaries. This was
for instance, the case with znamenovati ‘to determine’ and prorokovati ‘to prophesize’, which were present
only in Jojić et al. (2015). Furthermore, the auxiliary/copula biti ‘to be’ and the modal moći ‘can’ were also
excluded from the list due to their synsemantic status.
20Of all the Croatian grammar books and other relevant works, Babić et al. (1991: 670) offer the most ex-
haustive description and list of BVs.
21In comparison, according to estimates in aspectological literature there should be no more than 70 BVs of
Slavic origin in Russian (cf. Mučnik, 1966: 62; Čertkova & Čang, 1998: 13–14; Pavlova, 2017: 54).
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The second subsample (200 biaspectual borrowings, see Table 6)22 was formed as a strat-
ified random sample,23 as described in the following. Biaspectual -ira- verbs were selected
from the list contained in Smailagić (2011) proportionately to the number of BVs given under
each letter of the alphabet. Before potential candidates were integrated into the subsample,
their biaspectuality was additionally checked in the two dictionaries of contemporary Croa-
tian as described above. Further checks were carried out to ensure that there was enough
data for all independent variables of interest.24 It is nevertheless possible that the data gath-
ered for this study contain some margin of error. However, the large number of BVs and
the stratification of the sample should minimize any distortion error that might have been
introduced.

4.3 Corpora of contemporary Croatian and other data sources

In the second step, to empirically answer RQ5 “Are prefixed derivatives of base BVs equally
present in different corpora of the Croatian language, i.e. corpora reflecting standard and
colloquial language use?” data on prefixation (dependent variable) of the 237 biaspectual
items mentioned in the previous subsection were extracted from the three corpora and one
subcorpus of contemporary Croatian language that were introduced in the study design as
independent variables. Moreover, to meet the requirements of RQ3 “Are base BVs with
attested suffixed derivatives more prone to prefixation than BVs without such derivatives?”
data on the suffixation of 237 BVs from the sample were also extracted from these corpora.
Table 2 below gives basic information about the corpora used in this study.

Two publicly available and electronically stored corpora of standard Croatian, the CNC
(Tadić, 1998, 2002) and the Repository (Ćavar&Brozović Rončević, 2012; Brozović Ronče-
vić et al., 2018), were used as data sources in this study. Although both corpora represent
language strongly influenced by normative prescription, in a way each of them represents at
best only a part of the Croatian standard language. Even though both of these corpora are
well-known for their rigorous selection of texts, which cover written language from various
functional domains and genres, they were compiled at different institutions by different ex-
perts with (partly) different visions of what Standard Croatian language is and what it should
be like. Thus for example in contrast to the CNC, the Repository also contains translated lit-
erature by outstanding Croatian translators. Moreover, unlike the CNC, which features texts
from the 1990s onwards, the Repository contains texts dating from the second half of the
19th century to the beginning of the 21st century.25 In addition to the two corpora of stan-
dard language, the hrWaC and its subcorpus Forum (Ljubešić & Klubička, 2014) were used

22According to standards in the social sciences, the samples needed to accurately represent a population are:
30% for a small population (under 1 000), 10% for moderately large populations (10 000), and 1% for large
populations (over 150 000) (cf. Neuman, 2007: 162; Buchstaller & Khattab, 2013: 82). Although information
on the exact number of biaspectual -ira- borrowings in Croatian cannot be found, it is more than reasonable
to assume that their number is well below 150 000 and that it probably lies somewhere between 1 000 and 10
000. For comparison, the Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics (p.c. Ivana Brač) has a database of
verbs that contains 24 000 verbs in total, of which 2 320 are BVs. Accordingly, the sample of 200 biaspectual
borrowings should in terms of size be representative enough for this type of BV in Croatian.
23As defined in Buchstaller & Khattab (2013: 78–79).
24In this subsection I have shown how much effort was invested in sample construction. Nevertheless, I am
aware that even with the greatest efforts to make a sample representative, i.e. to compile a sample that would
reflect the characteristics of an entire population, ultimately the sample itself is rarely a perfect replica of the
statistical distribution of all the subgroups of a population (cf. Buchstaller & Khattab, 2013: 75).
25According to the official description (e.g. Ćavar & Brozović Rončević, 2012: 52), the corpus was compiled
from texts from the period of the standardization of Croatian onward. However, some texts from previous
centuries, such as Planine by P. Zoranić, or Judita by M. Marulić, may be encountered while querying.
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Table 2 Croatian corpora used in the study as data sources

Corpus Size (Words) Text age Text types Lemm PoS MSD

CNC 216 847 110 1990 – Croatian literature,
journals and
newspapers, booklets,
official letters

yes yes yes

Repository 101 782 863 from the 2nd half of
the 19th century
onward

Croatian literature,
scientific
publications, online
journals and
newspapers

yes yes yes

hrWaC v2.2 1 397 757 548 (crawled in the 21st
century)

texts from the
top-level domain (.hr)

yes yes yes

Forum 241 694 709 21st century texts from the
forum.hr subdomain

yes yes yes

for data collection. While the Forum subcorpus is composed exclusively of user-generated
non-edited content (without external proofreading), the hrWaC contains both standard Croa-
tian (proofread language material) and colloquial Croatian (i.e. non-proofread texts).26,27 All
the corpora used have been automatically lemmatized and morphosyntactically annotated.28
Moreover, they are available via the NoSketchEngine interface, which allowed relatively
fast data collection.

As alreadymentioned, it was not possible to extract all data from the corpora. The first ob-
stacle faced was the limitation in annotation. To fill the gap that emerged in the data needed,
Matasović & Jojić (2002) and Jojić et al. (2015)29 were used as additional data sources. These
dictionaries were used to double-check the aspectual value of verbs from both samples, ori-
gin of the base BVs (RQ1 “Do base BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings behave

26For more extensive argumentation on this matter, see Kolaković et al. (2019: 511–512) and references
therein.
27There were two reasons for including not only the hrWaC, but also its subcorpus Forum in the study. First,
normativist views that prefixed and suffixed derivatives of BVs are mere pleonasms have relatively little influ-
ence on how native speakers write their posts on forum.hr. Second, the hrWaCmight contain more derivatives
not only because of the colloquial texts featured, but also due to its size. From Table 2 above it is clear that
the hrWaC is considerably larger than the two mentioned corpora of standard Croatian, while its subcorpus
Forum is comparable to the CNC with respect to size.
28The estimated accuracy of morphosyntactic annotation for the hrWaC and Riznica is 92.5% (Ljubešić et al.,
2016: 4269; Nikola Ljubešić p.c.) and 86.05% for the CNC (Agić et al., 2008: 449–450). In order to avoid
any significant data loss, aspectually marked derivatives were searched for as stems of BVs combined with
metacharacters that stood for possible affixes on both sides (e.g. .*kopir.* for both PFV and IPFV derivatives
of kopirati ‘to copy’).
29Veliki rječnik hrvatskoga standardnog jezika (Jojić et al., 2015) is the largest dictionary of contemporary
Croatian. Nevertheless, Hrvatski enciklopedijski rječnik (Matasović & Jojić, 2002), aka Hrvatski jezični por
tal, is the largest dictionary of modern Croatian searchable online, and is continuously being upgraded with
new lemmas with the help of the CNC. Both dictionaries contain not only standard Croatian lexemes, but
also jargon and dialectal and colloquial expressions. In addition to those two dictionaries, Školski rječnik
hrvatskoga jezika (Birtić et al., 2013), the only normative dictionary of contemporary Croatian, now definitely
also figures as an important dictionary. However, in comparison to the two above-mentioned dictionaries it
has quite a limited number of lemmas. Moreover, many BVs from the sample are not present in it. Therefore,
Birtić et al. (2013) was not consistently used as a complementary source of data.
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differently with respect to prefixation?”),30 existence of synchronic and/or diachronic pre-
fixes within the base BV (RQ2 “Are base BVs with a synchronically and/or diachronically
distinguishable prefix less prone to prefixation than BVs that do not begin with such a pre-
fix?”),31 and the number of meanings ascribed to the base biaspectual lemmas (RQ4 “Does
the number of meanings of a base biaspectual lemma influence its prefixation?”).

5 Results and discussion

The independent variables outlined in Sect. 4.1. should help to shed light on factors that
enable or block prefixation of BVs in Croatian. To test whether the prefixation of the 237
analyzed Croatian BVs is influenced by the origin of the base biaspectual lemma, the pres-
ence of a synchronic and/or diachronic prefix within the base BV, the existence of a suffixed
derivative of the base BV, the number of meanings of the base biaspectual lemma, and cor-
pus, a generalized linear mixed regression model was designed.32 The test was conducted in
R (R Core Team, 2020) using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). The code for this model
in the R statistical software package is:

Pf ∼ Type + OrigPf + Suf + Corpus + Sem + (1|Simplex)

The empirical study showed that all of the independent variables contribute in a statistically
significant way. Table 3 presents the results of the statistical analysis performed.33

The results in Table 3 reveal that all five independent variables have a statistically sig-
nificant influence on prefixation of BVs in Croatian. The most significant factors were the

Table 3 Factors contributing to prefixation of BVs in Croatian

ANOVA table Chisq Df Pr(>Chisq)

Response: Pf

RQ1 Type 4.573 1 0.03248 *
RQ2 OrigPf 12.9487 1 0.00032 ***
RQ3 Suf 3.9 1 0.0482853 *
RQ4 Sem 9.5866 1 0.00196 **
RQ5 Corpus 61.8666 3 2.35E-13 ***

30One of the two anonymous reviewers asked whether this should not be clear anyway since all -irati BVs are
in the first group, and others are in the second group (Slavic origin). First, caution is required during sampling
as suffixes other than -irati do not automatically signal that the BV in question is of Slavic origin: see Sect. 4.2.
Second, there are some problematic BVs with a seemingly Slavic root and the -irati suffix such as lažirati ‘to
fake/to counterfeit’. However, dictionary entries indicate that the verb in question is a borrowing from French
(lâcher) crossed with the Slavic word laž ‘lie’ (cf. Jojić et al., 2015: 654).
31Data on the existence of a synchronic and/or diachronic prefix within the base BV was also supplemented
by information in Skok (1971−1974) and in p.c. with Tomislava Bošnjak Botica, Lucija Turkalj andAntonietta
Ulivieri Moretti.
32The dataset is published in Kolaković (2021).
33The first column indicates the research question that addresses the analyzed factor, the second column
lists the code of the analyzed factor, the third presents χ2 values, the fourth gives information on degrees of
freedom, and the fifth shows p-values. The stars in the sixth column indicate statistically significant factors,
and the number of stars specifies the strength of statistical significance: three stars stand for the strongest
statistical significance.
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Table 4 Results of post hoc test (factor levels contributing to prefixation of BVs in Croatian)

Contrast Estimate SE P.value

RQ1 Type
irati – slav

-2.53 1.18 0.0325

RQ2 OrigPf
0 – 1

3 0.834 0.0003

RQ3 Suf
0 – 1

-1.87 0.946 0.0483

RQ5 Corpus
CNC – Forum -5.8 0.799 <.0001
CNC – hrWaC -7.51 0.958 <.0001
CNC – Repository -1.16 0.373 0.0104
Forum – hrWaC -1.72 0.429 0.0004
Forum – Repository 4.64 0.707 <.0001
hrWaC – Repository 6.36 0.867 <.0001

presence of a diachronic and/or synchronic prefix within a base BV (OrigPf) and the corpus
(Corpus), followed by the number of meanings of a base biaspectual lemma (Sem). The two
factors that were the least statistically significant for prefixation of BVs in Croatian were the
origin of the base biaspectual lemma (Type) and the existence of a suffixed derivative of the
base BV (Suf).

Table 4 presents the results of a post hoc test, which tested how exactly the individual
levels of independent variables influence prefixation.34

These results are also illustrated in Fig. 1, whose purpose is to enable a better understand-
ing of the discussion.

Some Russian aspectologists (e.g. Mučnik, 1966: 65–66; Avilova, 1967: 85; Avilova,
1968: 69–71) noticed that biaspectual borrowings with certain morphological properties,
such as the suffix -ova- (e.g. rekomendovat’ ‘to recommend’, patentovat’ ‘to protect by
patent’), are more prone to prefixation. Following these lines of thought this study compared
prefixation rates of biaspectual borrowings (with the suffix -ira-) and of BVs of Slavic origin
(with various suffixes). As may be seen in Tables 3–4 and in Fig. 1, the origin of the base
biaspectual lemma has a statistically significant impact as a factor on prefixation. BVs of
Slavic origin (e.g. ručati ‘to have lunch’, savjetovati ‘to counsel’, večerati ‘to dine’, vezati
‘to bind’) are more likely to be prefixed than biaspectual borrowings (e.g. akceptirati ‘to
accept’, alarmirati ‘to alarm’, deportirati ‘to deport’, ekranizirati ‘to film’, ekshumirati ‘to
exhume’,mumificirati ‘to mummify’, pasterizirati ‘to pasteurize’, sistematizirati ‘to system-
atize’). In other words, the results obtained with the generalized linear mixed model suggest
that the null-hypothesisH0.1 “Base BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual borrowings do not
differ significantly with respect to prefixation” should be rejected. Instead, for the time being
an alternative hypothesis should be accepted: Croatian BVs of Slavic origin and biaspectual
borrowings differ significantly as to prefixation.

34The first column refers to the research question that addressed the analyzed factor, the second column
lists the analyzed factors in bold, and below each factor the levels that are being compared with respect to
prefixation are shown. The third and fourth column contain Estimate (estimation of the growth strength of the
curve) and standard error (SE) values respectively, while the fifth column gives the p-value. Negative values
in the Estimate column indicate that the correlation between the first level of a given factor and the prefixation
of BVs verbs is negative.
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Fig. 1 Contribution of individual factor levels to prefixation of BVs in Croatian

The Russian scholar Piperski (2018: 117–118) raised the question of prefixation of BVs
with a synchronically visible prefix (e.g. ispol’zovat’ ‘to use’). He stated that such BVs are
very unlikely to be prefixed, but offered no empirical data to support this claim. Building
on his ideas, in this study the generalized linear mixed model was applied to test whether
in Croatian BVs with and without a synchronically and/or diachronically visible prefix
(e.g. doručkovati ‘to have breakfast’, objedovati ‘to have lunch’, savjetovati ‘to counsel’,
dezinficirati ‘to disinfect’, reproducirati ‘to reproduce’ vs ručati ‘to have lunch’, večerati
‘to dine’, grupirati ‘to group’, kastrirati ‘to castrate’,marinirati ‘to marinate’) differ signifi-
cantly as to prefixation. The results of the statistical analysis unambiguously indicate that the
null-hypothesisH0.2 “Base BVs with a synchronically and/or diachronically distinguishable
prefix and base BVs without such a prefix do not differ significantly with respect to prefixa-
tion” should be rejected: see Table 3. Therefore, for the time being the following alternative
hypothesis will be accepted: prefixation of BVs that have a distinguishable synchronic and/or
diachronic prefix and prefixation of BVs that do not have such a prefix do differ significantly.
As the results presented in Tables 3–4 and in Fig. 1 reveal, having a synchronic and/or di-
achronic prefix has a negative impact on BV prefixation (which is consistent with Babić,
1978: 74; Babić, 2002: 537; Piperski, 2018: 117–118).

Theoretical aspectological literature points out that some BVs are less stable than others.
Additionally, there are claims that some BVs have not only prefixed, but also suffixed deriva-
tives. However, the interplay of these processes has never been explicitly empirically linked.
Therefore, this study tested whether Croatian BVs for which suffixed derivatives were at-
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tested in the corpora of Croatian (e.g. ručati ‘to have lunch’, večerati ‘to dine’, vezati ‘to
bind’, instalirati ‘to instal’, organizirati ‘to organize’, parkirati ‘to park’) are more suscepti-
ble to prefixation. The results presented in Tables 3–4 and in Fig. 1 strongly suggest that BVs
for which suffixed derivatives were attested are more prone to prefixation. In other words,
the generalized linear mixed model indicates that the null-hypothesis H0.3 “Base BVs with
suffixed derivatives attested in corpora of the Croatian language and base BVs without such
derivatives do not differ significantly with respect to prefixation” should be rejected, see
Table 3. Instead, for the time being an alternative hypothesis will be accepted: there are sig-
nificant differences in the prefixation of BVs for which suffixed derivatives were attested in
the corpora of Croatian and of BVs for which no such derivatives were attested.

The Russian aspectologist Avilova (1968: 67–68) put forward the hypothesis that prefix-
ation of BVs in Russian is influenced by the polysemy of a base BV. She argued that BVs
with fewer meanings (e.g. arendovat’ ‘to rent’, atakovat’ ‘to attack’) should be more prone
to prefixation. The results obtained with the generalized linear mixed model and presented
in Table 3 demonstrate that the null-hypothesis H0.4 “Base BVs with different numbers of
meanings do not differ significantly with respect to prefixation” should be rejected. More-
over, the empirical results obtained for prefixation of Croatian BVs suggest quite the opposite
of what Avilova (1968: 67–68) assumed for Russian BVs. That is, prefixation of BVs with
more meanings (e.g. častiti ‘to invite/to respect’, vezati ‘to bind’, cementirati ‘to cement’,
generirati ‘to generate’, maskirati ‘to mask’) is more prevalent than prefixation of BVs with
fewer meanings (e.g. čestitati ‘to congratulate’, opetovati ‘to do something repeatedly’ as
faltirati ‘to asphalt’, lektorirati ‘to proofread’, sistematizirati ‘to systematize’). Therefore,
it is clear that the null-hypothesis H0.4 should be rejected. For the time being the follow-
ing alternative hypothesis will be accepted: base BVs with different numbers of meanings
do differ significantly with respect to prefixation. As already discussed in Sect. 4.1 the in-
dependent variable of the number of meanings of the base biaspectual lemma was difficult
to operationalize in a completely reliable way. Nevertheless, the results obtained revealed a
very interesting fact: the more polysemous BVs seem to be more prone to prefixation. One
of the logical explanations could be that this is caused by a disambiguation technique. For
instance, the BV vezati ‘to bind’ has 11 meanings (cf. Matasović & Jojić, 2002: 1420; Jojić
et al., 2015: 1675) and is attested with 24 different (combinations of) prefixes. Some deriva-
tives (e.g. odvezati ‘to untie’, podvezati ‘to tie up/to lift’, razvezati ‘to untie’) are clearly
lexical (also known as specialized perfectives in Janda’s 2007a: 609 terms). Others seem to
be aspectual pairs (natural perfectives in Janda’s 2007a: 609 terms) for certain meanings.
The following lines present several examples of the latter. The biaspectual lemma vezati in
its meaning ‘to impose a legal or contractual obligation on’ has the PFV derivative obvezati
as its natural perfective. The meaning ‘to fix together and enclose (the pages of a book) in a
cover’of the same biaspectual lemma has the PFV derivative uvezati as its natural perfective.
The PFV derivatives zavezati and svezati serve as natural perfectives for the meanings ‘to
wrap something tightly’, ‘to restrain someone or something by tying’ and ‘to fasten with a
knot’. The PFV derivative povezati (se) is the natural perfective for the meaning ‘to establish
a relationship or link with someone based on shared feelings, interests, or experiences’.

Some scholars connect a fair number of sociolinguistic factors to the usage of BVs and
their derivatives (e.g. some derivatives are labelled colloquial; prefixed derivatives are more
acceptable to younger speakers, etc.). In this respect, in this study it was assumed that the
different corpora of Croatian could reflect the importance of some of the (socio)linguistic
factors mentioned in the literature. I conjectured that corpora of Croatian that were compiled
from texts written in standard Croatian would have fewer prefixed derivatives of BVs than
corpora that contain colloquial texts and texts that have not been proofread and corrected
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in order to meet the norm. As the results obtained with the generalized linear mixed model
presented in Tables 3–4 and in Fig. 1 clearly demonstrate, the null-hypothesis H0.5 “The
same base BVs do not differ significantly with respect to prefixation when data from different
corpora of the Croatian language are compared” should be rejected. Instead, an alternative
hypothesis will be accepted for the time being: corpora of Croatian (the texts from which
they are compiled) do influence the prefixation of BVs. In other words, prefixation of BVs
is more frequent in corpora that contain colloquial and unproofread texts than in corpora that
were compiled from texts written in the standard Croatian variety. For instance, while BVs
such as specijalizirati ‘to specialize’, rezervirati ‘to make a reservation’, šokirati ‘to shock’,
reproducirati ‘to reproduce’, negirati ‘to deny’ and operirati ‘to operate’ have perfective
derivatives in the hrWaC and Forum, i.e. corpora that contain colloquial and unproofread
texts, their PFV derivatives have not been attested in the Croatian Language Repository and
in the Croatian National Corpus, i.e. corpora that were compiled from texts written in the
standard Croatian variety. This can be clearly observed in Fig. 1 by comparing prefixation
rates in the hrWaC corpus and its subcorpus Forum on the one hand with prefixation rates in
the Croatian Language Repository and the Croatian National Corpus on the other.

6 Conclusions and further perspectives

This study addressed five research questions concerning prefixation of BVs in Croatian. In
terms of the methodology applied, it is the first such survey of BVs not only in Croatian, but
also in Slavic aspectology in general. In total, five factors that affect the prefixation of BVs
in Croatian were identified.

As this paper demonstrates, prefixation of BVs is not a random process, but quite the op-
posite. The empirical study of BVs on the morphological level has confirmed the presence
of unquestionable regularities in the process of prefixation. That is, the process is influenced
by a range of factors. Some of them can be attributed to the lexical level, such as number of
meanings of a biaspectual lemma (RQ4 “Does the number of meanings of a base biaspectual
lemma influence its prefixation?”), and some are related to the morphological level, such as
presence of a synchronic and/or diachronic prefix within a base BV (RQ2 “Are base BVs
with a synchronically and/or diachronically distinguishable prefix less prone to prefixation
than BVs that do not begin with such a prefix?”) and the existence of a suffixed derivative
of a base BV (RQ3 “Are base BVs with attested suffixed derivatives more prone to pre-
fixation than BVs without such derivatives?”). In this study, the impact of the origin of the
base BV on its prefixation was also linked to its morphological structure. The studied sam-
ple of 237 Croatian BVs contained 37 BVs of Slavic origin formed with various suffixes
and 200 biaspectual borrowings with the suffix -ira- (RQ1 “Do base BVs of Slavic origin
and biaspectual borrowings behave differently with respect to prefixation?”). Moreover, as
different rates of prefixed derivatives in the four examined corpora of the Croatian language
indicate, prefixation of BVs in Croatian is affected by sociolinguistic factors as well (RQ5
“Are prefixed derivatives of base BVs equally present in different corpora of the Croatian
language, i.e. corpora reflecting standard and colloquial language use?”).

The post hoc test helped to detect how exactly individual levels of each independent
variable influence prefixation of BVs in Croatian. We now know that BVs of Slavic origin
are more likely to be prefixed than biaspectual borrowings (RQ1). Further, a synchronic
and/or diachronic prefix within a base BV has a negative impact on the prefixation of such
verbs (RQ2). In contrast, BVs from which suffixed derivatives have been formed are more
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likely to be prefixed (RQ3). Lastly, the post hoc test revealed that prefixation of BVs is more
frequent in corpora with colloquial texts (RQ5).

Finally, it should be noted that the same factors or a part of them could be relevant for
the prefixation of imperfective verbs in Croatian, but this has yet to be proven empirically. It
would definitely be interesting to comparewhether there is a difference in how the prefixation
of BVs and imperfective verbs is affected by the aforementioned factors.

Appendix

Table 5 Biaspectual verbs of Slavic origin

1. častiti
2. čestitati
3. cijepiti
4. čuti
5. desetkovati
6. doručkovati
7. imenovati
8. jebati
9. kamenovati
10. krstiti
11. kušati
12. napredovati
13. noćiti

14. objedovati
15. oblikovati
16. obrazovati
17. odlikovati
18. opetovati
19. poštovati
20. preoblikovati
21. prosvjedovati
22. prouzrokovati
23. prstenovati
24. razumjeti
25. ručati
26. savjetovati

27. silovati
28. strijeljati
29. uvjetovati
30. užinati
31. uzrokovati
32. večerati
33. veljeti/veli(m)
34. vezati
35. vidjeti
36. zavjetovati se
37. žrtvovati

Table 6 Biaspectual borrowings

1. adaptirati
2. adresirati
3. afektirati
4. afirmirati
5. agitirati
6. akceptirati
7. aklimatizirati
8. aktivirati
9. alarmirati
10. aludirati
11. amnestirati
12. amortizirati
13. amputirati
14. analizirati
15. angažirati
16. animirati
17. anketirati
18. anulirati
19. apelirati
20. apsorbirati
21. apstinirati
22. apstrahirati
23. aranžirati
24. argumentirati
25. asfaltirati

26. asimilirati
27. asocirati
28. autostopirati
29. balzamirati
30. blamirati
31. blefirati
32. blokirati
33. bojkotirati
34. bombardirati
35. cementirati
36. cenzurirati
37. cirkulirati
38. citirati
39. civilizirati
40. datirati
41. definirati
42. degenerirati
43. deklarirati
44. deklinirati
45. dekorirati
46. demantirati
47. demonstrirati
48. deponirati
49. deportirati
50. destilirati

51. determinirati
52. dezertirati
53. dezinficirati
54. distribuirati
55. dizajnirati
56. dominirati
57. dotirati
58. dramatizirati
59. dresirati
60. drogirati
61. ekranizirati
62. ekshumirati
63. ekskomunicirati
64. eksperimentirati
65. eksplodirati
66. eksponirati
67. elektrificirati
68. elektrizirati
69. emitirati
70. eskploatirati
71. etiketirati
72. evaluirati
73. evidentirati
74. evocirati
75. evoluirati

76. fakturirati
77. falsificirati
78. fascinirati
79. fermentirati
80. fiksirati
81. flaširati
82. fokusirati
83. formirati
84. formulirati
85. fotografirati
86. frizirati
87. galvanizirati
88. garantirati
89. generalizirati
90. generirati
91. grupirati
92. halucinirati
93. hipnotizirati
94. identificirati
95. ignorirati
96. ilustrirati
97. imponirati
98. impresionirati
99. improvizirati
100. inficirati
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Table 6 (Continued)

101. informirati
102. inscenirati
103. inspirirati
104. instalirati
105. interpretirati
106. intervenirati
107. izolirati
108. karakterizirati
109. kastrirati
110. kolabirati
111. kombinirati
112. komponirati
113. komunicirati
114. koncentrirati
115. konstatirati
116. konstruirati
117. kontaktirati
118. kontrirati
119. konvertirati
120. konzervirati
121. kopirati
122. korigirati
123. kotirati
124. kreditirati
125. kromirati

126. lektorirati
127. licitirati
128. likvidirati
129. locirati
130. lokalizirati
131. marinirati
132. markirati
133. maskirati
134. maturirati
135. minirati
136. montirati
137. motivirati
138. mumificirati
139. mutirati
140. negirati
141. neutralizirati
142. nivelirati
143. normalizirati
144. normirati
145. oksidirati
146. okupirati
147. operirati
148. oponirati
149. organizirati
150. orijentirati

151. parafirati
152. parkirati
153. pasterizirati
154. pikirati
155. plasirati
156. poentirati
157. polirati
158. pozirati
159. profilirati
160. prostituirati
161. protestirati
162. racionalizirati
163. rafinirati
164. ratificirati
165. reagirati
166. realizirati
167. reducirati
168. reflektirati
169. regenerirati
170. registrirati
171. regulirati
172. reproducirati
173. restaurirati
174. retuširati
175. rezervirati

176. rezultirati
177. secirati
178. sistematizirati
179. skenirati
180. sondirati
181. specijalizirati
182. stimulirati
183. strukturirati
184. sugerirati
185. šablonizirati
186. šarmirati
187. šifrirati
188. šikanirati
189. šokirati
190. šutirati
191. tapirati
192. telefonirati
193. testirati
194. tolerirati
195. urbanizirati
196. uzurpirati
197. valorizirati
198. vegetirati
199. verificirati
200. vulkanizirati
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